
RELEASE NOTES FOR KATANA 1.2V2

Release Date 26 March 2013

System 
Requirements

• Katana 1.2v2 is tested and qualified on Linux 64-bit CentOS/RHEL 5.4

• A graphics card which supports OpenGL shader model 4.0

• A supported renderer (see below)

Supported 
Renderers

Katana 1.2v2 supports PRMan 16.4 and 17.0, and Arnold 4.0.11.0. The 
supplied renderer plug-ins are compiled and tested against these versions. 
Minor version increments of PRMan and Arnold may work, as long as they 
are API compliant with the supported versions.

To use a version of PRMan or Arnold other than those listed above, you may 
need to recompile the renderer plug-in.

To expose new features and portions, you may need to modify the renderer 
plug-in.

Using a version of PRMan or Arnold other than those listed above may 
produce unexpected behavior. Please note that we can only guarantee to 
respond to Katana bug reports when they are reproducible with the 
supplied versions of the renderer plug-in.

Third Party 
Dependencies

Katana version 1.2v2 has dependencies on the following third party 
libraries:

• Boost 1.42.0

• OpenEXR 1.6.1

• ZeroMQ 3.2.2

• OpenSSL 1.0.0.a
These libraries are provided in the Katana distribution, in separate 
directories under ${KATANA_HOME}/bin

The Katana wrapper script ${KATANA_HOME}/bin/k64_external appends 
${LD_LIBRARY_PATH} to ensure these libraries are visible to Katana plug-
ins.
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Important 
Changes for 
1.2v2

The use of the the Asset API when publishing assets was not consistent. To 
maintain compatibility with existing plug-ins, the new behavior —described 
below— is currently optional, enabled by setting the following environment 
variable:
KATANA_NEW_ASSET_PUBLISH_BEHAVIOR

Current Asset 
Publishing Behavior

The classic behavior uses an incoming asset ID which is passed to both 
createAssetAndPath() and postCreateAsset(). For any further steps after 
that, such as adding an entry to the File > Open Recent list, the resulting 
asset ID from createAssetAndPath() is used. For example:

assetFields = assetPlugin.getAssetFields(assetId, True)
id1 = assetPlugin.createAssetAndPath(..., assetFields, ...)
[Write Katana scene file, etc.]
assetPlugin.postCreateAsset(..., assetFields, ...)
--> id1 is used from that point.

New Asset 
Publishing Behavior

When KATANA_NEW_ASSET_PUBLISH_BEHAVIOR is set, the asset ID 
returned from createAssetAndPath() is used to create the fields passed to 
postCreateAsset(). The result from postCreateAsset() is used from that 
point onward. For example, in the File > Open Recent menu or any 
references to that asset ID in the current scene:

assetFields1 = assetPlugin.getAssetFields(assetId, True)
id1 = assetPlugin.createAssetAndPath(..., assetFields1, ...)
[Write Katana scene file, etc.]
assetFields2 = assetPlugin.getAssetFields(id1, True)
id2 = assetPlugin.postCreateAsset(..., assetFields2, ...)

NOTE: The Katana application uses RPATHs internally to locate the 
following libraries:

•   ${KATANA_HOME}/bin/Boost

•   ${KATANA_HOME}/bin/OpenEXR

•   ${KATANA_HOME}/bin/OpenSSL

•   ${KATANA_HOME}/bin/ZeroMQ

NOTE: The new asset publishing behavior is scheduled to become the 
standard behavior in the next major release.
Katana 1.2v2The Foundry
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--> id2 is used from that point.

Affected Bugs

The changes to Asset Publishing Behavior resolves the following bugs:

• BUG ID 34210 - postCreateAsset() was not called when using File > 
Export Selection. File > Export Selection... now calls the 
postCreateAsset() function and respects the publishing steps and 
supports both the current and new asset publishing behaviors.

• BUG ID 34211 - The asset ID returned by postCreateAsset() was not 
used. Now, when KATANA_NEW_ASSET_PUBLISH_BEHAVIOR is set, the 
asset ID returned by postAssetCreate() is used in the File > Open Recent 
menu and the current Katana scene.

• BUG ID 34216 - Asset IDs were not added correctly to the File > Open 
Recent menu. Double back slashes (//) in asset IDs are no longer replaced 
by just a single back slash (/), before the entry is added to the File > Open 
Recent menu.

Now, when KATANA_NEW_ASSET_PUBLISH_BEHAVIOR is set, the resulting 
asset ID from postCreateAsset is used. Otherwise, the result from        
createAssetAndPath() is used (which is the current behavior).

• BUG ID 34222 - Importing and exporting a light rig using an Asset plug-
in was not supported. Light rigs are now valid assets that the Asset plug-
in can publish or resolve. The asset type is called light rig.

PyMockAsset now supports the light rig asset type. PyMockAsset also 
takes KATANA_NEW_ASSET_PUBLISH_BEHAVIOR into account inside the 
postCreateAsset() function.

• BUG ID 34512 - The asset ID returned by createAssetAndPath() was not 
passed to postCreateAsset(). 

Now, when KATANA_NEW_ASSET_PUBLISH_BEHAVIOR is set, the asset ID 
returned from createAssetAndPath() is used to create the fields that are 
then passed to postCreateAsset(). The result from postCreateAsset() is 
used from that point onward. For example, in the File > Open Recent 
menu.

• BUG ID 34545 - When saving a Katana scene either by using File > Save, 
or KatanaFile.Save(), createAssetAndPath() and postCreateAsset() were 

NOTE: Under the new asset publishing behavior, whether id1 is equal to 
id2, or not, depends on your Custom Asset Plug-in.
Katana 1.2v2The Foundry
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New Features for 1.2v2
not called. File > Save and KatanaFile.Save() now consistently call 
createAssetAndPath() and postCreateAsset().

New Features for 
1.2v2

There are no new features in this release. For new features in previous 
minor releases please see:

• New Features for 1.2v1

Feature 
Enhancements 
for 1.2v2

There are no feature enhancements in this release. For feature 
enhancements in previous minor releases please see:

• Feature Enhancements for 1.2v1

Bug Fixes • BUG ID 32723 - When rerendering in Arnold, camera motion blur and 
object motion blur were not supported. See Known Issues & Workarounds 
for more on current restrictions on camera motion blur in Arnold.

• BUG ID 33620 - The LookFileBake option includeGlobalAttributes always 
behaved as if set to Yes.

• BUG ID 34190 - When interactive rerendering with Arnold, with the 
Rerender Control tab closed, geometry transformations for selected 
Scene Graph locations were not respected.

• BUG ID  34210 - postCreateAsset() was not called when using File > 
Export Selection. See Affected Bugs for more on this.

• BUG ID 34211 - The asset ID returned by postCreateAsset() was not 
used. See Affected Bugs for more on this.

• BUG ID 34216 - Asset IDs were not added correctly to the File > Open 
Recent menu. See Affected Bugs for more on this.

• BUG ID 34222 - Importing and exporting a light rig using an Asset plug-
in was not supported. See Affected Bugs for more on this.

NOTE: Users performing these steps manually (surrounding a 
KatanaFile.Save() call) should be aware that this is no longer needed. 
Continuing to do so can result in unexpected behavior.

NOTE: Since File > Save writes on top of an existing path or asset ID, 
asset plug-in developers should be aware that a Katana scene may be 
published on top of an existing asset ID, and ensure that their plug-in is 
capable of handling this case.
Katana 1.2v2The Foundry
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Known Issues & Workarounds
• BUG ID 34258 - Rendering failed on systems without libssl.so 1.0.0 and 
libcrypto 1.0.0 installed. These libraries are now included in the Katana 
install in ${KATANA_HOME}/bin/OpenSSL. That directory is appended to 
the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable by the k64_external script.

• BUG ID 34512 - The asset ID returned by createAssetAndPath() was not 
passed to postCreateAsset(). See Affected Bugs for more on this.

• BUG ID 34545 - When saving a Katana scene either by using File > Save, 
or KatanaFile.Save(), createAssetAndPath() and postCreateAsset() were 
not called. See Affected Bugs for more on this.

• BUG ID 34570 - The .katana file extension was not automatically 
appended to save file names when using a custom Asset plug-in, and 
manually selecting the File tab when saving a Katana scene.

• BUG ID 34578 - Katana sometimes failed to exit cleanly when the Python 
interpreter's run time linker configuration was set to RTLD_GLOBAL. This 
manifested itself as a double free error causing a core dump.

• BUG ID 34732 - The LookFileMultiBake node did not handle asset IDs 
correctly.

Now, using the Write button on a LookFileMultiBake node does not show 
the dialog for each asset (as a LookFileBake node would), but instead is 
equivalent to a call to <lookFileBakeNode>.WriteToAsset() using the flags 
versionup=False and publish=True.

• BUG ID 34780 - Katana failed to locate shader args files when browsing 
to a shader not in the RMAN_SHADERPATH, or when browsing to a shader 
in a directory nested below the RMAN_SHADERPATH directory.

Known Issues & 
Workarounds

• Opening a PDF document from Katana, using the document viewer Evince 
can fail under certain system configurations. Katana ships with Zlib 
version 1.2.5, which may be incompatible with your OS-packaged Evince. 
If you experience problems opening PDF files from Katana, make sure 
your LD_LIBRARY_PATH variable is configured to resolve a suitable 
version of Zlib.

• When rerendering in Arnold, motion blur does not behave as expected 
under the following circumstances:

• If makeInteractive=Yes, and the Viewer is set to look through the cam-
era.
Katana 1.2v2The Foundry
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Known Issues & Workarounds
• When rendering through a Camera with an interactive transform 
applied. For example, a CameraCreate node with transforms,  or a 
Camera with a Transform3D applied.

• BUG ID 28212 - Using AssetAPI.SetDefaultAssetPluginName() does not 
change the current Katana project's settings, nor does it set the 
environment variable or configuration singleton, except when creating a 
child environment for a render process (where the variable returned by 
SetDefaultAssetPluginName() is used in bootstrapping Geolib).

• BUG ID 31432 - The HotRender Deps before Interactive Render toggled 
menu item does not currently apply to renders triggered using the Render 
> Rerender Previous command, or to renders triggered by going to the 
Rerender Control tab and clicking Restart Rerendering.

• BUG ID 32159 - The Alembic library does not support multiple process or 
thread access to an Alembic file. This means that modifying an Alembic 
file outside Katana, while it's loaded in an open Katana scene results in a 
Katana crash.

To avoid this, either close any Katana scenes before modifying included 
Alembic files, or collapse the Scene Graph of any Katana scenes to /root, 
and click Flush Caches before attempting to update any modified Alembic 
files.

• BUG ID 32555 - The DefaultAsset, and FileSequence plug-ins must be set 
explicitly in a Custom AssetAPI plug-in.

If you want to always use your own, default Asset Plug-in, your plug-in 
must include a callback to set the asset plug-in name, and file sequence 
name, every time you create a new scene:

NOTE: For setups —such as those described above— that don't support 
motion blur, the first frame rendered may show motion blur, although 
subsequent updates wont.

TIP: An example setup that displays correct motion blur behavior when 
rerendering in Arnold is, rendering through a camera from an alembic 
cache with animation, and no extra interactive transforms from within the 
scene.

TIP: Right-click on /root in the Scene Graph and choose Close All.
Katana 1.2v2The Foundry
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from Katana import Callbacks
AssetPluginName = "PyMockAsset"
FileSequenceName = "PyMockFileSeq"

def setDefaultAsset(**kwargs):
  from Katana import AssetAPI
  from Katana import NodegraphAPI

  # Set the default asset and file sequence
  # plug-ins in the AssetAPI.
  AssetAPI.SetDefaultAssetPluginName(AssetPluginName)
  AssetAPI.SetDefaultFileSequencePluginName(FileSequenceName)

  # Set the default asset and file sequence
  # plug-ins in the Katana scene.
  rootNode = NodegraphAPI.GetRootNode()
  rootNode.getParameter("plugins.asset").setValue(
    AssetPluginName, 0)
  rootNode.getParameter("plugins.fileSequence").setValue(
    FileSequenceName, 0)

# Trigger this on startup and whenever a new scene is created
Callbacks.addCallback(Callbacks.Type.onStartup,
                      setDefaultAsset)
Callbacks.addCallback(Callbacks.Type.onNewScene,
                      setDefaultAsset)

Place a variant of the above script in a directory called Plugins within a 
path listed in your KATANA_RESOURCES environment variable. Alterna-
tively you can add your script to an init.py placed in a directory named 
Startup, in the .katana directory found in your home directory.  

• BUG ID 33242 - Interactive rerendering is not designed to work with 
rapid updates to region of interest (ROI), and attempting rapid ROI 
changes may cause unexpected behavior.

• BUG ID 33298 - When rerendering with PRMan, ending a rerendering 
session does not terminate the prman process.

• BUG ID 34289 - The Render Log output is incorrectly formatted, with 
superfluous newlines.

• BUG ID 34367 - Division of integers is performed differently in the 
Python interpreter launched with the render process, to the interpreter 
launched with Katana: integer( ’old’ ) and floating point( ’new’ / ’future’ ) 
respectively. This can cause discrepancies between values computed in 
the main Katana process, and the render process.

It is possible to force new style division on a per module basis using the 
following Python command:
from __future__ import division
Katana 1.2v2The Foundry
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• BUG ID 34669 - Currently exrcopyrenderattrs() fails to copy EXR header 
information when tile stitching.

• BUG ID 34950 - The RiOption decimationrate has changed to type int, 
but the PrmanGlobalSettings node still looks for a float.
Katana 1.2v2The Foundry
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Release Date 21 February 2013

System 
Requirements

• Katana 1.2v1 is tested and qualified on Linux 64-bit CentOS/RHEL 5.4

• A graphics card which supports OpenGL shader model 4.0

• A supported renderer (see below)

Supported 
Renderers

Katana 1.2v1 supports PRMan 16.4 and 17.0, and Arnold 4.0.11.0. The 
supplied renderer plug-ins are compiled and tested against these versions. 
Minor version increments of PRMan and Arnold may work, as long as they 
are API compliant with the supported versions.

To use a version of PRMan or Arnold other than those listed above, you may 
need to recompile the renderer plug-in.

To expose new features and portions, you may need to modify the renderer 
plug-in.

Using a version of PRMan or Arnold other than those listed above may 
produce unexpected behavior. Please note that we can only guarantee to 
respond to Katana bug reports when they are reproducible with the 
supplied versions of the renderer plug-in.

Third Party 
Dependencies

Katana versions 1.2 has dependencies on the following third party libraries:

• Boost 1.42.0

• OpenEXR 1.6.1

• ZeroMQ 3.2.2
These libraries are provided in the Katana distribution, in separate 
directories under ${KATANA_HOME}/bin

The k64_external wrapper script prepends ${LD_LIBRARY_PATH} to ensure 
these libraries are visible to Katana plugins (Katana itself uses RPATHs to 
locate these libraries).
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Important 
Changes for 
1.2v1

• The 1.2 release of Katana introduces a new socket system for Display 
Drivers, replacing TCP with ZeroMQ. The new socket system offers 
considerable performance and reliability advantages in renders with 
many AOVs. This significantly reduces total time taken to setup 
communication to the catalog for an Interactive render (by as much as 
75% for some scenes).

• When baking a look file for locations that already had a look file applied 
and resolved, Katana always stored a reference to the original look file 
rather than the attribute changes it contained. Now, the bake correctly 
stores only the changed attributes.

The effect of this is that re-baking existing Katana Node Graphs where 
look files were being applied may produce different (but correct) results. 
The resulting bake will also no longer depend on the existence of the 
original look file.

If you wish to maintain the old behavior, simply leave the look file 
assignment unresolved until after the bake point.

• If called without a specific sample time, and with motion blur enabled, 
AttributeScript’s GetAttr() function incorrectly returned the first time 
sample in the Attribute. This function now behaves consistently with 
GetXform() and returns the sample closest to 0.

• Asset management plug-ins now have access to the FileSequence API, 
meaning that existing asset plug-ins must be recompiled, including the 
following file in the makefile (or equivalent)-

${KATANA_HOME}/plugin_apis/src/FnAsset/FnFileSequence.cpp

• The ability to interrupt an Interactive Render is now enabled by default, 
where previously it required the KATANA_ALLOW_RERENDER_INTERRUPT 
environment variable to be set to 1. The environment variable is now 
ignored.

• Support for Arnold 3.3.13.0 has been deprecated.

New Features for 
1.2v1

• The ScenegraphGeneratorResolve node can now be configured to only 
resolve locations of the type scenegraph generator with specific IDs. 
This is useful for creating more complex hierarchical setups, such as 
crowds, where one Scene Graph Generator (SGG) may define others.

PRMan 17 Support This release adds support for new options and attributes introduced in 
PRMan17. See the new PRMan17 attributes documented in New Attributes, 
the new behaviors documented in New Behavior, and the new options 
documented in New Options.
Katana 1.2v1The Foundry
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All options and attributes deprecated prior to PRMan 16 have been 
removed from the PrmanGlobalSettings, and PrmanObjectSettings nodes in 
the PRMan 17 renderer plug-in. See Scene Update for information on 
updating Katana scenes using PRMan 16.x to PRMan 17.

New Attributes

• Attribute shadegroups, string objectspacecombining [ true | false ] (the 
attribute is on by default (true).

• The shadingrate attribute now supports a float[ 2 ] variant to set the 
standard and volume (depth) shading rates independently. The behavior 
of Attribute shade, float shadingrate remains unchanged.

New Behavior

• Volumes now respect Attribute trace, float decimationrate.

New Options

• There is a new option shade, int cachemode for controlling the behavior 
of the radiosity cache.

• Scale-adaptive deep file compression (accessed through the option 
limits, float deepshadowdeptherror), which was off by default in PRMan 
16.5, is now on, with a value of 0.01 by default.

• Option trace, float decimationrate has been changed to int 
decimationrate.

Scene Update

The Katana PRMan17 plug-in adds a new shelf script to update scenes 
containing PRMan16 PrmanGlobalSettings and PrmanObjectSettings nodes, 
to be compatible with the PRMan17 renderer plug-in. The update script is 
available in the PRman17 shelf. To update an existing scene, made with the 
PRMan16 plug-in:

1. Make sure that the PRMan17 plug-in is loaded.

See the Installation and Licensing chapter in the User Guide for more on 
this.

2. Click on the Shelf Actions button .

3. Select the shelf named (other) PRman17

• Click on UpdatePrmanSettingsNodes

NOTE:  For backwards compatibility, float is still supported.
Katana 1.2v1The Foundry
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Display Drivers • Users can now add arbitrary metadata to OpenEXR headers. The 
metadata is set at the attribute level —rather than through the UI— by 
creating attributes under exrheaders.<attribute>. For example, use an 
AttributeScript node applied to the /root location to set the following:
SetAttr( "renderSettings.outputs.primary.rendererSettings."
        "exrheaders.test_string", [ "Your string" ] )
SetAttr( "renderSettings.outputs.primary.rendererSettings."
        "exrheaders.test_int", [ 1 ] )
SetAttr( "renderSettings.outputs.primary.rendererSettings."
        "exrheaders.test_int4", [ 1, 2, 3, 4 ] )
SetAttr( "renderSettings.outputs.primary.rendererSettings."
        "exrheaders.test_float", [ 5.7 ] )
SetAttr( "renderSettings.outputs.primary.rendererSettings."
        "exrheaders.test_float2", [ 3.8, 2.5 ] )

Feature 
Enhancements 
for 1.2v1

• The outputName attribute of a defined render output as been added as a 
key to the outputAttrs and imageInfo dictionaries passed to the 
computeFilePath() function of custom render output location type plug-
ins.

• Exposed some of the global render settings introduced in Arnold 
4.0.11.0:

• enable_procedural_cache

• procedural_force_expand

• pin_threads

• sss_bssrdf_samples

• ignore_dof

• enable_hit_refinement (deprecated)

• enable_fast_lights

• enable_threaded_displacement.

• Replaced the TCP socket system with ZeroMQ, as the ZeroMQ 
replacement offers considerable performance advantages when under 
heavy load (for example, when rendering a scene with large numbers of 
AOVs). For more details, see Important Changes for 1.2v1.

NOTE: PRMan 17 currently supports arrays with a maximum of 4 elements 
in custom OpenEXR headers.

NOTE: PRMan 17 currently does not support string arrays in custom 
OpenEXR headers.
Katana 1.2v1The Foundry
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Bug Fixes
• The LookFileGlobalsAssign node now has a bakeAsReference parameter, 
that allows you to control the behavior of the node during a subsequent 
look file bake.

•  The light ViewerModifierPlugin will now draw a spot icon for network 
materials with the following additional public interface elements:  
OuterAngle, wide_angle, cone_angle.

• Arnold and PRMan renderer plug-ins now recognise the intAttr attribute, 
isArray. This forces declaration of the associated array to the respective 
renderer, regardless of array size. When used, your Scene Graph 
hierarchy will look as follows:
geometry
  -> arbitrary
    -> primScopedArrayTest
      -> isArray = 1
      -> value = { array of user defined values }
      -> scope = primitive

Bug Fixes • BUG ID 27781 - The command line option --lookfilebake-scripts 
generated a Python script that used an erroneous call to WriteLookFile().

• BUG ID 28816 - Calling urllib2.urlopen( your URL ) with an https type 
connection caused Katana to crash.

• BUG ID 29590 - The ref attribute of channelData elements in 
ScenegraphXML files was not respected by the ScenegraphXml scene 
graph generator plug-in and the ScenegraphXml_In node.

• BUG ID 29845 - The Parameters of LookFIleMultiBake nodes were not 
displayed in the Parameters tab.

• BUG ID 30156 - Cleaned up RPATHs in Render plug-in Makefiles and 
removed unnecessary library dependencies.

• BUG ID 30197 - Headers and metadata were not copied correctly to EXR 
files when performing a Hot Render. This was due to a missing 
exrcopyrenderattrs command-line tool.

• BUG ID 31219 - The attribute search widget and lock icons were missing 
from the Attributes tab.

• BUG ID 31432 - The HotRender Deps before Interactive Render toggled 
menu item failed to render dependencies.

• BUG ID 32643 - Primitive scoped array attributes with an array size of 0 
or 1 were not passed to the renderer. The Arnold and PRMan renderer 
plug-ins now recognize the IntAttr attribute, isArray, which forces the 
declaration of the associated array to the renderer, regardless of array 
size.
Katana 1.2v1The Foundry
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Bug Fixes
• BUG ID 32664 - When Katana’s stdout and stderr were piped to a file, 
render progress percentage did not update in real time.

• BUG ID 32730 - Python exceptions raised while loading Python startup 
scripts were logged without recording the type or description of the 
exception.

• BUG ID 32756 - It was impossible to set values greater than 1 in a top-
level color widget (for example, on a PrmanObjectSettings node).

• BUG ID 32758 - Arnold shaders co-existing in a single .so file could not 
use separate .args files per shader. Shader .args files now map to the 
shader name, not the name of the .so or .dll file that created them.

• BUG ID 32796 - Changing colors in the Preferences dialog raised 
exception. This happened regardless of whether colors were adjusted 
directly in the color widgets, or by using the color selection dialog. Color 
preferences were not reflected in the Monitor.

• BUG ID 32946 - With no time sample specified, the AttrListConverter 
always inserted a zero value when preparing attributes for PRMan.

• BUG ID 32842 - When motion blur is enabled, if called without a specific 
sample time, AttributeScript’s GetAttr() function incorrectly returned the 
first time sample in the Attribute. This function now behaves consistently 
with GetXform() and returns the sample closest to 0.

• BUG ID 32889 - LookFile referencing was incorrectly preserved during 
bake. For more details, see Important Changes for 1.2v1.

• BUG ID 33027 - When rerendering in Arnold, the toggle to optionally not 
suppress logging during rerendering was not working.

• BUG ID 33039 - PRMan rerendering sometimes failed to start, leaving an 
inactive, orphaned PRMan process.

• BUG ID 33085 - The Write option in a LookFileMultiBake was not 
working, regardless of output option selected.

• BUG ID 33086 - When batch rendering an ImageWrite node with extra, 
unconnected ports, Katana gave a segmentation fault, rather than the 
informative error given trying to render the same node in Interactive 
mode.

• BUG ID 33233 - LookFileResolve did not apply attributes at root 
locations not matching the baked location type. This was due to the 
deprecated LookFileBake option includeLodInfo. This option has been 
removed, along with an associated behavior that required type matching 
for root locations during LookFileResolve.

• BUG ID 33275 - The Katana pony displayed incorrect taxonomy.

• BUG ID 33478 - The Asset Management System plug-in API was not 
initializing the host on the DefaultFileSequencePlugin API. The 
DefaultFileSequencePlugin API is now initialized for Asset plug-ins.
Katana 1.2v1The Foundry
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Bug Fixes
• BUG ID 33725 - The PRMan 16 and 17 display drivers had dependencies 
on Boost libraries, which needed to be set manually.

• BUG ID 33795 - In certain situations the Katana process was not 
terminated correctly when closing the application.

• BUG ID 33319 - When first opening the color picker dialog, dragging the 
vertical hue gradient did not update the 2D saturation / lightness 
gradient.

• BUG ID 33467 - Katana could not create multiple local PTC render 
outputs due to a naming collision.

• BUG ID 33498 - Custom render resolutions added by pointing 
KATANA_RESOURCES to the location of a custom resolutions .xml file 
were ignored. 

• BUG ID 33539 - Katana would crash when expanding the location 
created by an Alembic_In node, if addToCameraList was enabled, and the 
node was not pointing to a valid Alembic file.

• BUG ID 33560 - An error message was incorrectly displayed in the 
console when Katana was started without the presence of a custom 
KatanaLayout2.xml file in the user’s home directory.

• BUG ID 33941 - Python threading was not initialized for the render 
process.

• BUG ID 34123 - Showing parameters of ImageExposure or ImageGain 
nodes occasionally caused unexpected behavior on exiting Katana.

• BUG ID 34226 - An ImportError exception was raised when adding a 
Node Drop Proxy User Parameter.

NOTE: The fix to Bug ID 33795 required a change in 
OpenSceneGraph2.8.3. Using a version of OpenSceneGraph other than the 
one supplied with Katana may result in the behavior described in bug 
33795.
Katana 1.2v1The Foundry
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